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Interpretation: The Tree of Life is shaped like a cross with humanity 
(EVEning, mother of all the living) at the foot of the cross who must find 
the bright Morning star who leads to Day-Light and the Eternal Day of 
the Father in order for a human to rise up on the cross, and live forever. 
  
 

Tree of Life Ingathering With God of the Cross 
 
Observation: It is a biblical fact that 
FOUR days after The Day of Atonement 
is the Ingathering with God, or Feast of 
Booths, known in Hebrew as Sukkot. It is 
the 7th of seven sacred occasions,  
(Pg lix) and falls on the 15th (after 7+7 
waiting days from the first) of the 7th 
month, Tishri, and has a length of seven 
days (77-7), just as the evening and 
morning is a waiting time before Day on 
the seventh day of the Creation (77-7). the seventh day of the Creation (77-7). 
 

And ye shall take you on the first day (1) 
the fruit of goodly trees, (2) branches of 
palm trees, (3) boughs of thick (leafy) 
trees, and (4) willows of the brook, and 
ye shall rejoice before Jehovah your God 
seven days. (Lev 23:40 ASV)  

 
Interpretation: The willows of the brook symbolize the healing of sinful 
man, branches of palm trees symbolize victory over spiritual death that 
Jesus brings, boughs of leafy trees symbolize life giving Light like green 
leaves need sunlight for photosynthesis, and fruit of goodly trees symbol-
ize fruit of the spirit. It is interpreted that the four types of trees symbol-
ize four attributes of God as the Tree of Life shaped like the cross. C4-2) ize four attributes of God as the Tree of Life shaped like the cross. C4-2) 
 

He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith to the churches. To 
him that overcometh, to him will I give to eat of the tree of life, which is 
in the Paradise of God. (Rev 2:7 ASV) 


